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Telic events and definiteness in Hindi

1. Introduction

Telicity of an action is often described as a compositional phenom-
enon, depending on the verbal semantics and on the type of the object noun 
(Verkuyl, 1972). In this perspective drink wine is different from drink the 
wine or drink a glass of wine. The first phrase expresses an atelic event, while 
the others denote a telic one. 

Some authors, especially Krifka (1991), argued that the influence is not 
only from noun phrases to verbal predicates but also from verbal predicates 
to noun phrases. In particular, in languages devoid of articles, a telic predi-
cate would determine a definite reading of the object. This theory has been 
applied to Hindi too and upheld, among others, by Singh (1990, 1994, 1998). 
The aim of this paper is trying to show that it is not appropriate to assume 
that verbal predicates affect the noun interpretation in terms of definiteness. 

After having analyzed theories supporting such interaction (section 2), 
we will focus on Hindi. We will study in which way telicity is expressed (sec-
tion 3) and in which way telic verbal predicates influence the noun phrase 
reading (section 4). In sections (5) and (6), we will examine the notion of 
definiteness, showing that it depends on factors different from the verb type. 
We will give some evidence to prove that telic predicates do not make the 
object noun definite but referential, absolving some functions usually per-
formed by articles in languages endowed with them.

2. Telicity and definiteness

A well-noted semantic classification of verbal predicates was formulated 
by Vendler (1957). Vendler displayed a four-way typology of verbal classes, 
based on temporal duration, termination, change and internal temporal 
structure of the action. In such classification verbal predicates may represent 
states, activities, accomplishments or achievements. “States” do not exhibit 
any change in the extent of time during which they take place (examples 
of states are love, desire, believe, want, know French). “Activities” are ongo-
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ing events with duration but no necessary temporal endpoint (e.g. run, walk, 
write letters). An “accomplishment” is a gradual event, with a duration and 
an obligatory temporal endpoint (examples of accomplishments are eat an 
apple, build a house, write a letter). “Achievements” are punctual events, they 
have an instantaneous culmination and they are without duration (e.g. ar-
rive, win a race, reach the summit, start).

These four classes have been organized by various authors into different 
subgroups, the most basic distinction being made between states and activi-
ties on the one hand and achievements and accomplishments on the other. 
It is an essential feature of state and activity events that they may be divided 
in any number of temporal segments and one will still have an event of the 
same kind (e.g. if Mary walked in the park is true for ten minutes, than a one 
minute segment of that walking is still an event of walking in the park). This 
fact has the following consequence: states and activities are homogeneous 
events. They go in time in a homogeneous way: every part of the process has 
the same nature as the whole. In contrast, accomplishments and achieve-
ments are not homogeneous: accomplishments have a climax which has to be 
reached therefore if one says that Mary ate an apple in an hour it is possible 
that she did not eat in the first quarter; achievements are punctual, they do 
not have duration, therefore the event cannot be divided. 

Another fundamental criterion, used in order to distinguish the two 
subgroups (stases and activities vs accomplishments and achievements) is the 
property of an event having or not having a temporal endpoint. Such prop-
erty has been referred to, in literature, as the bounded/non bounded distinc-
tion (Jackendoff, 1990; Verkuyl, 1972), the delimited/non delimited dis-
tinction (Tenny, 1994) and the telic/atelic distinction (Garey, 1957; Smith, 
1991 among others). Telic events are those conceptualized or represented as 
having an endpoint. Smith (1991) gives the following definition:

Events may be telic or atelic. Telic events have a change of state which consti-
tutes the outcome, or goal of the event. When the goal is reached, a change of state 
occurs and the event is complete (Garey 1957: 106). The category of telic events 
includes events without agents. A rock falling to the ground from a cliff is a telic 
event: the final endpoint is reached when the rock is on the ground. To avoid agen-
tive connotations I will say that telic events have a natural final endpoint, or intrin-
sic bound. In contrast atelic events are simply processes. They can stop at any time: 
there is no outcome. In other words, atelic events have arbitrary final endpoints 
(Smith, 1991: 19).

The main property of a telic situation is that of including a goal, aim or 
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conclusion. The goal is an inherent part of the situation, in this sense it is 
necessary. Thus, for example, a telic situation described by the sentence John 
is making a chair, entails a terminal point, namely that point at which the 
chair is ready. Until this point is reached, the situation described by make 
a chair cannot come to an end. On the other hand, a situation described by 
a sentence like John is singing, can stop at any point (in this sense its end-
point is arbitrary), it will still be true that John has sung. Hence, as comrie 
(1976) states: «[...] the situation described by make a chair has built into it 
a terminal point, namely that point at which the chair is complete, when it 
automatically terminates; the situation described by sing has no such ter-
minal point, and can be protracted indefinitely or broken off at any point» 
(comrie, 1976: 44).

Since telic events are oriented towards a goal, they are considered to 
be delimited namely as having a natural endpoint in time1. A sentence like 
Mary ate an apple describes a delimited event, since the act of eating an apple 
requires a period of time to be accomplished and it has a precise endpoint 
i.e. when the apple has been totally consumed. Instead a sentence like Mary 
slept does not describe a delimited event: the act of sleeping may go on in-
definitely. 

The direct internal argument is fundamental for creating a telic event 
since it “measures out” the action to which the verb refers (Tenny, 1994; 
Verkuyl, 1972). It furnishes the terminus of the event which is coinciding 
with the complete affection of the object. When it is totally affected by the 
verbal action, it bounds the event, endowing the verb with an endpoint. 
The “delimitedness” of telic sentences is confirmed by a battery of tests (cf. 
Dowty, 1979). for example atelic expressions allow for durative adverbials 
like for an hour, but not allow for adverbials like in an hour, while for telic 
expression the situation is reversed: 

(1) Mary ate an apple in an hour / *for an hour (telic)

(2) Mary slept *in an hour/ for an hour (atelic)

Many authors studied telicity as a compositional phenomenon (for 
example: Verkuyl, 1972, Taylor, 1977, Mourelatos, 1978, Krifka, 1991). Ac-

1 It is convenient to distinguish between “lexical telicity”, depending on semantic properties 
of the verbal lexeme and “configurational telicity”, depending on the verbal semantics plus nominal 
phrases which delimit the verbal process. Telicity is lexical for verbs such as to kill, to born, to die; it is 
configurational with verbs like to eat, to paint, to drink etc.
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cording to Verkuyl (1972: 97), telicity should not be considered as a not ana-
lyzable category inherent to verbs but it should be regarded as involving the 
durational qualities of adverbials and the quantitative features of nominals. 
On this view, telic value of a sentence can be altered by properties of nouns 
in object position: it is not simply a semantic property of the verb but it is the 
result of the interaction between the verb and its arguments. Taylor (1977) 
proposes the concept of definite quantity and indefinite quantity. Moure-
latos (1978) evokes the count/mass distinction: like Verkuyl and Taylor, he 
states that when the argument is count, an event is expressed, and when the 
argument is mass, a process is expressed. Mass nouns and bare plurals deter-
mine non delimited events (3), while countable singulars lead to delimited 
events (4):

(3) a. Mary drank milk for an hour / *in an hour
 b. Mary ate apples for an hour/ *in an hour

(4)  Mary ate an apple *for an hour / in an hour

Krifka’s analysis (1991) is centred on the interaction between the refer-
ence type of noun phrases (i.e. mass nouns, count nouns, plurals, measure 
phrases) and the event constitution (i.e. accomplishments or activities). He 
introduces the notions of “quantized reference” and “cumulative reference”. 
An expression has a cumulative reference if and only if, given two entities to 
which a mass noun term applies e.g. wine, then, the sum of such two entities 
can also be described as wine. An expression has a quantized reference if and 
only if, given an entity to which a count noun applies, e. g. a house, then no 
proper part of the entity a house can be described again as a house. Krifka 
represents as a homomorphism2, the mapping relation, holding between 
nominal reference and verbal predicates. He argues that an expression like 
wine is cumulative exactly like the verbal expression drink wine since every 
part of such event can still be described as drink wine. Seemingly, a cumula-
tive term like apples yields a cumulative predicate, e.g. eat apples, since every 
proper part of the event eat apples can be described as eat apples. On the 
other hand, a quantized nominal expression like the/an apple, denoting an 
object with precise limits, yields a telic/quantized verbal predicate. In fact, if 

2 “Homomorphism” is a standard mathematical notion which found many applications in lingui-
stics, e.g. Keenan and faltz (1985), Montague (1970). Simply speaking, it is a function, from its 
domain to its range, which preserves some structural relation defined on its domain in a similar relation 
defined on the range.
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we take as example a verbal predicate like eat the/an apple, no proper part of 
such event can be described as eat the/an apple. 

The hypothesis that telic predicates are homomorphism explains 
Verkuyl (1972) long-standing puzzle about the way that bare plurals and 
mass nouns arguments are able to make a telic predicate to act as it were “du-
rative” creating a process. If I say John drank a glass of wine, the noun phrase 
a glass of wine refers to an entity that has many subparts (quantities of wine 
of various sizes) and no one of these is itself a glass of wine. Since drink is a 
telic predicate, there is a homomorphism between the object and the event, 
mapping the argument glass of wine into an event of drinking a glass of wine, 
and mapping the subparts of the glass of wine into sub-events of drinking 
sub-quantities of that wine. In such sense, the telic sentence has no proper 
subparts that we can describe by the same sentence. conversely, in the sen-
tence John drank wine for an hour, the homomorphism maps some quantity 
of wine into a corresponding event of drinking wine, but, in this case, the 
sub events which constitute the main event, can be described by the same 
sentence John drank wine.

Krifka (1991: 49) supposes that the transfer is not only from a nominal 
operator to a verbal operator but that it can hold in both directions and that 
also verbal predicates are able to affect the meaning of nominals. He cites 
the example of czech. czech is a language devoid of definite articles3, and in 
czech , a mass noun like víno means by itself “wine” or “the wine”. The noun 
phrase gets a different reading (definite or indefinite) depending on some 
properties of the verbal predicate:

(5) a. Otal pil víno
  “Otal drank wine”

 b. Otal vy-pil víno
  Otal PREf-drank wine
  “Otal drank the wine”

(Krifka, 1991: 49)

As Krifka states: «As is well known, Slavic languages mark perfective 
aspect (or aktionsart; the difference does not matter here), whereas they do 
not mark definiteness of the NP» (Krifka, 1991: 49). According to Krif-

3 Even if in colloquial czech, currently the demonstrative ten is often used as a definite article. 
There is a wide debate on the use of such demonstrative since the present situation seems to be sugges-
tive of an incipient category. for more details, see cummings (1998); Putzu and Ramat (2001:
128-129).
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ka, examples like (5) show that «aspect marking can distinguish between 
the indefinite and the definite reading of mass nouns and bare plurals, as 
the perfective aspect is compatible only with the definite interpretation of 
the object» (Krifka, 1991: 50). He explains this effect assuming that the 
perfective operator has scope over the complex verbal predicate. One of its 
properties is that it conveys the meaning that the event is “completed” and 
the predicate it applies to, becomes quantized. Since only with a quantized 
object, the complex verbal predicate will be quantized as well, the perfective 
aspect will force a quantized interpretation of the complex verbal predicate 
and the complex verbal predicate will again force a quantized interpretation 
of the object noun phrase. In (5b) the prefix produces a quantized expression 
and consequently the mass noun, once delimited and quantized, obtains a 
definite interpretation4. 

With countable nouns like hrušku “pear”, the discourse might be a bit 
difficult. The telicity operator makes the object to be quantized, but quan-
tization on a countable noun is compatible with an indefinite reading too, 
therefore both the definite and the indefinite interpretations are available. 
conversely an atelic verbal predicate makes the object to be cumulative and 
“cumulativity” rejects a definite interpretation:

(6) a. Jedl hrušku
  (He) ate pear
  “He ate a pear/ ?the pear”

 b. Snědl hrušku
  (He) PREf-ate pear
  “He ate a pear/ the pear”

(Krifka, 1991: 49)

Krifka’s theory is particularly persuasive and it has the merit of having 
detected a significant correspondence between the reference of nominals 
and the constitution of verbal predicates.

Nevertheless in my opinion, there is one point to clarify. When we talk 
about the transfer mechanism (from nominals to verbs and vice versa), it is 
important to keep in mind that there is an evident typological difference 

4 The correlation between telicity and the definite reading is supported by the data from Bulgar-
ian where the use of the enclitic definite article -to is in such cases obligatory.

i. Toj izpi *kafe/ kafeto (filip, 1997: 81)
  He PREf-drank *coffe/coffe-Df “He drank up (all) the coffee”. 
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among languages taken into consideration: the fact of being endowed or not 
with a system of articles. In such sense, English is obviously very different 
from czech and generalizations holding for the first cannot be applied to 
the latter and vice versa. In a language endowed with articles like English, 
telicity can be created or ruled out depending on the presence or the absence 
of articles, absolving the same function as verbal prefixes in languages devoid 
of them, like czech:

(7) a. Mary ate apples (atelic)
 b. Mary ate the apples (telic)
 c. Mary drank beer (atelic)
 d. Mary drank the beer (telic)

(8) a. Jedl orěchy 
  (He) ate nuts
  “He was eating nuts”
 b. Snědl orěchy
  (He) PREf-ate nuts
  “He ate (all) the nuts”
  (filip, 1997: 64)

In cases like those in (7), the presence of articles is decisive in the sen-
tence interpretation, not for the definiteness feature that they convey but for 
the fact that they make the noun to denote a specific and delimited entity. It 
is the specified/delimited quantity of the object that is useful to delimit the 
event, not its definiteness, as shown by the fact that indefinite determiners 
or quantificational phrases have the same effect:

(9) a. Mary ate five apples in an hour (telic)
 b. Mary drank a glass of beer in an hour (telic)

Therefore definiteness of the object, by itself, is not important for the 
determination of telicity. The two notions are in relation but telicity is not 
a direct consequence of definiteness. What is important is the fact that the 
object is bounded (and “boundedness” is inherent in singular count nouns 
while mass and plurals get it by means of articles and/or determiners). 

Given the importance of this concept for our argumentation, we will 
spend some word to define it. Jackendoff (1991) introduced the feature 
[± bounded], in both the object and the event system. Individual objects 
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(usually described by counts nouns) and completed events are encoded as 
[+ bounded] while unbounded substances (usually described by bare mass 
nouns) and unbounded processes are encoded as [-bounded]. Jackendoff ex-
plains what he intends as [-bounded] as follows:

A speaker uses a -b constituent to refer to an entity whose boundaries are not 
in view or not of concern; one can think of the boundaries as outside the current 
field of view. This does not entail that the entity is absolutely unbounded in space 
or time; it is just that we can see the boundaries from the present vantage point 
(Jackendoff, 1991: 18).

Hence an entity unbounded is an entity seen or conceptualized as with-
out borderlines. Plural and mass nouns pattern together in various respects: 
they admit many of the same determiners and, significantly, the zero deter-
miner. Moreover they can occur in expressions of distributive location such 
as There was water / there were books / *there was a book all over the floor 
and when they serve as direct objects of a verb such as eat, the resulting sen-
tence is a process (Bill ate custard until dawn / Bill ate hot dogs until dawn). 
for these reasons, Jackendoff groups together mass nouns and plurals. The 
difference between the two is that plurals comprise a multiplicity of distin-
guishable individuals, whereas mass nouns carry no such entailment. Jack-
endoff considers plurals as “aggregates” endowed with the feature [+inter-
nal structure] and mass nouns as “substances” devoid of it. On his view, the 
two features, [± bounded] and [± internal structure], can be applied in the 
event/process domain as well: «A closed event such as John ran to the store is
[+b, -i]; an unbounded homogeneous process such as John slept is [-b, -i] [...]» 
(Jackendoff, 1991: 20).

Now, in languages devoid of articles like czech, it has been said, the telic 
value, induced by the prefixed verbs, should affect the object noun interpre-
tation making it definite. 

In my opinion, in this case too, between telicity and definiteness there 
is a relation, but telicity does not create definiteness. Instead it bounds, in 
Jackendoff’s sense, the object. It provides boundaries to it. In the examples 
given by Krifka (5b), the action is represented as concluded: the telic prefix 
vy- gives to the verb pít “drink” the meaning of “drinking up” and conse-
quently the mass noun object víno is figured out as totally affected. Therefore 
the definite reading is the result of the total affected condition of the mass 
noun. As stated by filip (1997): 
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Just in case the Incremental Theme5 in the scope of a perfective aspect is an 
undetermined plural or mass NP, the assignment of the universal or totality ‘all/
whole’ interpretation presupposes that there is some contextually identifiable 
bounded referent that is asserted to be completely subjected to the denoted event. 
Such a contextually identifiable bounded referent will typically be high on an indi-
viduation and definiteness scale (the note is mine) (filip, 1997: 79). 

Hence definiteness, in a language without articles, may be considered as 
related to telicity but it is also a product of the interaction of many semantic 
and pragmatic facts. 

3. The representation of telic events in Hindi

Hindi aspectual system is particularly complex. It consists of the per-
fective and the non perfective aspect (progressive and habitual) but it is en-
riched by compound verbs too. By “compound verbs” we mean a sequence of 
at least two verbs, the first in the root form and the second regularly inflect-
ed (Burton-Page, 1957; Hook, 1974; Kachru, 2006; Kellogg, 1876; Masica, 
1991; Shapiro, 1989):

(10) a. dekh (simple verb)
  see-PERf.M.Sg.
  “He saw”
 b. dekh liy (compound verb)
  see-ROOT take-PERf.M.Sg.
  “He saw”

5 The role category “Incremental Theme”, was firstly sketched by Dowty (1991) suggested 
by proposals in Hinrichs (1985). This idea was independently noticed and formally developed by
Krifka (1987). In the course of this paper we have indirectly talked about this notion. The central 
idea of the role Incremental Theme concerns the way in which the aspect of telic predicates (accom-
plishments and achievements) depends on their argument noun phrases. The meaning of a telic predi-
cate is a homomorphism from its Theme argument denotations into a domain of events. In the case of 
telic predicates, this function establishes a “part of relation” mapping from objects to events, according 
to which: if x is part of y, then if a telic predicate maps y (as Theme) onto event e, it must map x onto an 
event e’ which is part of e. for example, take the telic event described by brush the dog. If I ask to some-
one to brush my dog, I will be able to conclude something about the event of brushing the dog from the 
state of the dog. from this state I can see if the event is begun, partly done and partly not finished, or 
completed, according to whether hair of my dog are all tangled, or partly soft, or all soft. In this event, 
the dog is the Incremental Theme. The homomorphism claims that because of the meaning of brush, 
the state of parts of the dog and their part-whole relationships are reflected in the parts of the event of 
brushing it and its part-whole relationships.
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where Verb 1 carries the semantic weight while Verb 2, although homoph-
onous with an independent verb in the language, loses its primary lexical 
meaning to a large extent. It only occurs in the sequence in order to mark the 
main verb for certain grammatical features and additional items. 

compound verbs have received considerable attention especially for 
their status of event construction modifiers (see for example Butt, 2005; 
Butt and Ramchand, 2005; Hacker, 1961; Hook, 1974). In this perspec-
tive the Verb 2 (henceforth “light verb”), semantically acting like an adverb, 
provides information relative to the manner and type of event (e.g. incep-
tive or telic). There is a great amount of light verbs listed by grammarians. 
The most common, used for achieving a telic interpretation of the event, are 
len “take” and den “give” chiefly occurring with transitive verbs and n 
“come” and jn “go” mainly occurring with intransitives. Note the different 
reading if a compound verb occurs:

(11) a. rj ne tasvr ban magar nah ban p 
  king ERG picture make-PERf.f.Sg. but NEG
                   to be made-ROOT make-PERf.f.Sg.
  “The king tried to make a picture but he couldn’t”
 b. rj ne tasvr ban l 
  king ERG picture make-ROOT take-PERf.f.Sg
  “The king made a picture” (completed action)
 c. *rj ne tasvr ban l magar nah ban p
  king ERG picture make-ROOT take-PERf.f.Sg but NEG
                                          to be made-ROOT make-PERf.f.Sg.
  “The king made a picture but he couldn’t”
    (Hook, 1974: 164)

(12) a. mai ne use paise diye lekin us ne nah liye 
  I ERG he-DAT money give-PERf.M.Pl but he ERG NEG
                                                                                 take-PERf.M.Pl
  “I gave him the money but he wouldn’t take it”
 b. mai ne use paise de diye
  I ERG he-DAT money give-ROOT give-PERf.M.Pl 
  “I gave him the money”
 c. *mai ne use paise de diye lekin us ne nah liye
  I ERG he-DAT money give-ROOT give-PERf.M.Pl
                                   but he ERG NEG take-PERf.M.Pl
  “I gave him the money but he wouldn’t take it”
    (Hook, 1974: 165)
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The compound verbs ban l in (11b) and de diye in (12b) entail comple-
tion of the action; hence, as shown respectively in (11c) and (12c), it creates a 
contradiction to affirm that the action did not come to an end. 

Light verbs represent the action as terminating but, besides the telic 
reading, they add many other nuances of meaning to the main verb:

• len emphasizes that it is done to the advantage of one’s self, it may 
connote priority of the action and it refers that the action goes back 
towards the doer (Kellogg, 1876: 189; Pahwa, 1936: 241). Kellogg com-
pares compounds with len to the Middle Voice in Greek. Moreover 
according to Kachru (2006), len has the accessory sense of low ability 
in performing an act.

• den indicates that the beneficiary is someone other than the doer and 
it signals posteriority and intensity of the action (Kellogg, 1876: 189; 
Pahwa, 1936: 241; Phillott, 1928: 65).

• n and jn are directional light verbs. n describes the process in 
relation to its goal while jn describes it in relation to its source. jn 
expresses suddenness (Pahwa, 1936: 242), finality and completeness 
(Kellogg, 1876: 189) and a decrease of control on the action (Montaut, 
1991: 40; Phillott, 1928: 65).

So for example: phkn means “to throw” while phk den “to throw 
away”; bhejn means “to send” while bhej den “to send away”; pn 
means “to drink” while p len “to drink up”; len “to take” while le len 
“to take away, to appropriate”, kh “to eat”, kh jn “to eat up” (Kellogg, 
1876: 188).

As Kellogg (1876: 188) stresses, it is difficult to find a term which ex-
haustively expresses the idea added by such verbs; with some approximation, 
such sense, as he states, may be sometimes expressed in English by a preposi-
tion adverbially used with the verb. 

compound verbs are considered to denote a completed action (with 
“self-benefaction” or “other benefaction”) and they are supposed to imply 
the total affectedness of their object argument:

(13) a. nadya ne xat likh liy 
  Nadya ERG letter write-ROOT take-PERf.M.Sg
  “Nadya wrote a letter (completely)”
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 b. nadya ne makn ban diy
  Nadya ERG house make-ROOT give-PERf.M.Sg.
  “Nadya built a house (completely, for somebody else)”

(Butt and Ramchand, 2005: 121)

(14) a. us ne j galt se tl to diy 
  he ERG today mistake INSTR lock break-ROOT give-PERf.M.Sg
  “He broke the lock today (entirely) by mistake”

(Singh, 1998: 183)

Such characteristics, as we have seen above, are claimed by some lin-
guists to interact very deeply with the notion of definiteness. The interaction 
has been studied especially in Slavic languages but some work in this direc-
tion has been done for Hindi too, in particular by Singh (1990, 1994, 1998) 
whose analysis we will give an account in the next paragraph.

4. Telicity and definiteness in Hindi

Singh (1990, 1994, 1998) argues that compound verbs are functional in 
order to establish the definiteness of a nominal in a sentence and that they 
influence the nominal interpretation in a similar way to that described by 
Krifka for Slavic languages. She examines compound verbs in Hindi and she 
analyses light verbs as telicity markers focussing on different stages of a telic 
event. She takes three different stages for telic events: Initial, final and Result:

(15) a. vah res jtne lag (Initial)
  he race win-INf EV(I)6-PERf.M.Sg
  “He started to win the race”

 b. vah res jt cuk (Result)
  he race win-ROOT EV(R)-PERf.M.Sg.
  “He has won the race”

 c. usne res jt l (final)
  he-ERG race win-ROOT EV(f)-PERf.f.Sg
  “He won the race”

(Singh, 1990: 267)

6 In Singh’s terminology, EV(I) means Initial Event light verb, EV(R) Result Event light verb and 
EV(f) final Event light verb.
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Singh shows in some detail that the len-den type is related to the final 
stage and it encodes a notion of completeness. In her analysis, a simple verb 
form never implies that the action is completed:

(16) a. usne kal mrti ban
  he-ERG yesterday statue make-PERf.f.Sg.
  “He made a statue yesterday, for some time”
  (He worked on the statue yesterday)

 b. usne kal mrti ban l
  he-ERG yesterday statue make-ROOT EV(f)-PERf.f.Sg.
  “He made a statue yesterday”

The perfective form of the simple verb bann “to make” in (16a) is not 
sufficient by itself to mean that the natural endpoint is reached but it is nec-
essary to use a compound form of the verb (see (16b)). In languages such as 
English, a simple verb is usually neutral with respect to this information. 
If the speaker wants to specify that the action stopped at an arbitrary end-
point, he has to use additional descriptions (for example in the form of a 
determiner: “He made some of the statue”) or he has to use a different verb. 
Instead other languages stress natural or arbitrary endpoints in a different 
way. In Hindi, simple verbs signal arbitrary endpoints while compound 
verbs signal natural endpoints. Hence, one of the functions of compound 
verbs is to specify the completion of the event: they imply that the noun 
phrase denoting the patient refers to all of it while the simple verb implies 
that the noun phrase refers to some unspecified part of the patient. Singh di-
rectly relates such facts with the definite and the indefinite reading of noun 
phrases. Singh’s claim is that «the distinction between the cV and the SV7 
form is precisely the distinction between definiteness and indefiniteness» 
(Singh, 1994: 228):

(17) a. usne j kek khy (par pr nah khy)
  he-ERG today cake eat-PERf.M.Sg (but all Neg eat-PERf.M.Sg)
  “He ate a cake today (but he didn’t eat all of it)”

 b. usne j kek kh liy
  he-ERG today cake eat-ROOT take-PERf.M.Sg.
   “He ate the cake today (all of it)”

7 In Singh’s terminology, the abbreviation cV means compound verb and the abbreviation SV 
means simple verb.
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 c. usne j win p
  he-ERG today wine drink-PERf.f.Sg.
  “He drank wine today”

 d. usne j win p l
  he-ERG today wine drink-ROOT take-PERf.f.Sg.
  “He drank the wine today”
 (Singh, 1994: 229)

The hypothesis is reinforced by the effect of compound verbs on instan-
taneous predicates like win, break, lose, find. With them, both simple verbs 
and compound verbs indicate completion of the event, therefore the use of 
one or the other does not depend on the intention to represent the event as 
concluded. Instead it should depend on the purpose of the speaker to mark 
the object as definite:

(18) a. usne res jt 
  he-ERG race win-PERf.f.Sg
  “He won a race”

 b. usne res jt l
  he-ERG race win-ROOT take-PERf.f.Sg.
  “He won the race”

(Singh, 1998: 182)

According to Singh (1998: 186) «it seems that cV forms have more 
than one function, and that these functions are ordered hierarchically: the 
most important function of cV forms is that they mark completion. In 
cases where this function is pre-empted, be it because the SV itself implies 
completion of the event [...] or because we do not have a gradual relationship 
[...], the cVs mark the objects as definite (as opposed to indefinite in the 
SV construction)». Therefore she concludes that «in all cases where cVs do 
not signal completion, they mark the object as definite» (Singh, 1998: 187). 
She extends the definiteness effect noticed by Krifka for bare mass and bare 
plural nouns to count nouns too.

With mass nouns compound verbs would be able to convert an unspeci-
fied amount in a salient, hence definite, quantity:

(19) a. usne byar p
  he-ERG beer drink-PERf.f.Sg.
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  “He drank beer” (cumulative reading)
 b. usne byar p l
  he-ERG beer drink-ROOT take-PERf.f.Sg.
  “He drank the beer” (some salient quantity)
 (Singh, 1998: 185)

In (19b) the presence of the compound form would signal the definite 
reading of the nominal argument.

With quantized nouns like two glasses of beer, both simple verbs and 
compound verbs would entail completeness. In her words: «In the case of 
quantized mass nouns there is no distinction between SV and cV forms 
– both would imply a completive reading. However, there is a distinction 
between the two forms in terms of definiteness [.....]» (Singh, 1998: 186). 
Look at the given examples:

(20) a. usne do gilās byar p (*par pr nah p) 
  he-ERG two glasses of beer drink-PERf. (but all NEG drink-PERf)
  “He drank two glasses of beer (*but did not drink all of it)”
                                                                          (completive reading)

 b. usne do gils byar p l
  he-ERG two glasses beer drink-ROOT take-PERf
  “He drank the two glasses of beer”

(Singh, 1998: 185-186)

Now, light verbs in compound constructions can notoriously have more 
than one function. The representation of the action as terminating at a natu-
ral endpoint is one of them. However they may convey other meanings. for 
example, as we have shown in section (3), they express the psychological ori-
entation of the actor/agent since they describe the action in relation with a 
central point constituted by himself. They may indicate that the beneficiary 
of the action is the actor/agent of the main verb (when lenā is used) or that 
is someone else (with denā); or they may say in which manner the action is 
performed (volitional, casual etc.). 

Hence, given all these meanings of light verbs, there is no reason to sup-
pose that if they are not used for denoting completeness, they are markers of 
definiteness. When they don’t work as completion markers, they can occur for 
marking many other features. The difference between pī in (20a) and pī lī in 
(20b) is similar to that existing between drank in (21a) and drank up in (21b):
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(21) a. He drank two glasses of beer
 b. He drank up two glasses of beer

The employ of the form drank up in English does not entail the use of 
the definite article. Definite articles may be employed in such contexts but 
they are not necessary. 

In the same way, a compound verb in Hindi does not entail a definite 
reading, this is possible but it is not necessary. 

furthermore, if a compound verb entails definiteness of its object then 
we should expect that the use of a compound is banned with overtly indefi-
nite noun phrases. But this prediction is clearly denied by those sentences, 
commonly used by Hindi speakers, where compound verbs take indefinite 
noun phrases as objects: 

(22) a. usne ek tasvir banā lī 
  he-ERG one picture prepare-ROOT take-PERf
  “He made a picture”

 b. usne ek seb khā liyā
  he-ERG one apple eat-ROOT take-PERf
  “He ate an apple”

 c. usne ek cihī likh lī
  he-ERG one letter write-ROOT take-PERf
  “He wrote a letter”

5. “Definiteness” is not “referentiality”

At this point of our investigation, it is useful to say something on the 
notion of “definiteness”. 

What differentiates definite from indefinite noun phrases has been mat-
ter of some dispute. Several criteria have been proposed to establish the dif-
ference. One tradition comes from the philosophical literature, specifically 
from the classic work of Russell (1905) on denoting phrases. On this view 
what distinguishes the from a/an is “uniqueness”, namely the existence of 
one and only one entity meeting the descriptive content of the noun phrase 
(Russell examines sentences such as the king of France is bald as a conjunc-
tion of three statements: a. there is a King of France; b. there is only one King 
of France; c. this individual is bald).
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Strawson (1950) rejects Russell’s uniqueness implication on the basis 
that the referent of singular indefinites is unique exactly like that of sin-
gular definites. He introduces the concept of “presupposition”: existence 
and uniqueness of an entity are not asserted by the sentence containing the 
definite description but they are presupposed, they are felt to be background 
assumptions. Presuppositions are taken to be common ground of the par-
ticipants to the conversation. They are their common or mutual knowledge.

Hawkins (1978) extends the notion of uniqueness to plurals by employ-
ing the idea of “inclusiveness” that is reference to the totality of entities, in 
the set shared by speaker and hearer, to which the content of the noun phrase 
applies. To summarize Hawkins’s account of the use of the definite article: it 
introduces a referent to the hearer, it suggests in which shared set of objects 
the referent must be located, and, finally, it refers to the totality of the ob-
jects or mass within this set which satisfy the referring expression.

As noticed by Lyons (1980) the previous theories fail to account for im-
mediate situation uses of the like the following: 

(23) [In a room with three doors, one open and two closed]
 close the door, please.
(24) [In a hallway with four doors, all closed, the speaker stands dressed
                                                         for a journey, a suitcase in each hand]
 Open the door for me, please.

Here uniqueness or inclusiveness do not apply. Some factors in the sen-
tence or the situation clarify which object, among several, is intended. Lyons 
takes this to argue for “identifiability” rather than inclusiveness or unique-
ness. The notion of identifiability, strictly related to Strawson’s presupposi-
tion implication, was developed by Kempson (1975). She claimed that the 
definite article directs the hearer to the referent of the noun phrase by sig-
nalling that he is in a position to identify it. She took the sentence-anaphoric 
use (where the definite noun phrase picks up a referent earlier mentioned in 
the same sentence) as a model for the interpretation of other uses. 

A different approach to definiteness was proposed by Heim (1988). Her 
account, closely related to the “discourse representation” theory of Kamp 
(1984), describes definiteness in terms of the traditional concept of “famil-
iarity” (christophersen, 1939): use of a definite is permitted only if it refers 
to a familiar entity, namely well-established in that particular discourse. In-
stead, indefinites are used to introduce a novel entity into the discourse. Her 
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idea is that understanding a discourse is like keeping a file in which every 
discourse referent corresponds to a card. Every time a new discourse referent 
is introduced into the conversation, the file is updated with a new card. The 
association between definiteness and an “old card” on one hand and that 
between indefiniteness with a “new card” on the other hand, is the main dif-
ference between the notion of definiteness and that of indefiniteness.

In the literature several other proposals have been suggested (for a de-
tailed overview on the problem see Abbott, 2001; Lyons, 1999). Anyway, as 
Lyons observes (1999: 253, 274), all the accounts of definiteness from vari-
ous theoretical perspectives are different versions of the two basic criteria of 
familiarity-identifiability and inclusiveness. These concepts have undergone 
considerable revisions but «in so far we can still say that identifiability and 
inclusiveness have persisted, writers invariably choose one or the other of 
them and claim that this one gives the correct account. The reality, how-
ever, is that no-one has shown conclusively that a version or mutation of ei-
ther identifiability or inclusiveness accounts adequately for all definite uses. 
Some uses still seem yield to only one or the other characterization» (Lyons, 
1999: 274). He stresses that any attempt to find a fully unified description 
of definiteness in semantic or pragmatic terms is misguided. following Ly-
ons’s proposal, I will consider definiteness as a grammatical category on a par 
with tense, mood, number, gender, etc. and I assume that it is present only in 
languages showing an overt definiteness marking, a definite article of some 
kind. Quoting his words: 

definiteness is the grammaticalization of identifiability. It may be that identifiabil-
ity is an element in interpretation in all languages, but in many languages it is not 
grammaticalized. In languages where identifiability is represented grammatically, 
this representation is definiteness; and definiteness is likely to express identifiability 
prototipically (Lyons, 1999: 278).

A clear example of grammaticalizaton is in languages like English or 
Italian where definiteness is obligatorily expressed by means of an article 
system8. 

In English it is ungrammatical to say I ate *apple. The noun apple cannot 

8 The article system varies from one language to another. The main difference between Italian 
and English is in kind names: in English they can be bare while in Italian they have the definite article 
(compare dogs are mammals vs i cani sono mammiferi). for an explanation on the differences between 
English and Italian, especially in relation to the so-called “bare nouns”, see chierchia, 1998; Lon-
gobardi, 1994, 2001, 2005) 
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occur bare; it must be specified for the feature [± definite]: I ate the/an apple. 
But the choice between the or an is not determined by the verb type. Instead 
it depends on the knowledge shared by speaker and hearer in that particular 
discourse context.

In Hindi, a language devoid of articles, definiteness is not a grammatical 
category. Identifiability is not encoded; it arises as a result of pragmatic facts. 
The object of a verb may be familiar both to speaker and hearer as well as not. 
Since it can occur bare, such item is not signalled at any grammatical level. 

Anyway, neither in English nor in Hindi, does the fact that an object is 
unique or identifiable depend on features of the verbal predicate.

The main argument invoked in support of the hypothesis that com-
pound verbs entail definiteness is that of mass nouns (see example (19)): a 
telic predicate represents the object as completely affected hence if the object 
is a mass noun it becomes definite. 

In my opinion, such hypothesis, widely spread in literature especially in 
regards to Slavic languages, lays on a misunderstanding. 

first of all, a serious gap in most works facing this problem is that they 
do not clarify what they mean when they talk about definiteness.

Moreover, the fact that an object is totally involved in the event does not 
entail that it is definite, according to none of the definitions among those 
proposed in the literature.

In English it is not possible to combine a telic predicate with a bare mass 
noun: *he drank up beer. It depends, in my opinion, on the fact that a telic pred-
icate converts the mass noun into a singular count. A telic predicate makes 
the object completely affected by the action described in the main verb. It will 
bound its object converting it in a bounded entity (in Jackendoff 1991’s sense). 

Hence a mass or plural noun, by itself undetermined for quantity, be-
comes delimited (not definite!). As we said above, singular counts in English 
cannot be bare. They must be preceded by a determiner: he drank up the 
beer/a beer/ a glass of beer. The choice of the determiner will be determined 
by various pragmatic facts. One will be the degree of familiarity of the ob-
ject: so, for example, if the object is familiar both to speaker and hearer, it 
will be employed the definite article; if it is known only to the speaker, but 
not to the hearer, it will be used the indefinite article (or most probably an 
indefinite measure phrase9 such as a glass of ). What is important to remark 

9 In fact the indefinite article combined with a mass noun can yield a taxonomic reading: a beer = 
“a kind of beer”.
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is that the employ of a determiner is required by the status of the noun. If it 
is countable it must be specified for the feature [± definite] and there is any-
thing in the verbal predicate determining the positive or the negative value 
of the feature.

The role of the telic predicate is another. Doing the action of “delimiter” 
or “bounder”, it makes the object noun phrase referential. You can’t say he 
drank up the beer (wholly) if such a beer does not exist. conversely you can 
say he drank beer meaning that he drank beer and not wine. In the first case 
beer is referential (and it behaves like a count noun); in the latter case, beer 
does not represent a real object, but it rather functions as a modifier of the 
verbal lexeme. To drink beer is in opposition to to drink wine like to sell flow-
ers is in opposition to to sell books (Lazard, 2001: 881; Romagno, 2006: 206).

The telic operator is able to convert an expression property-denoting in 
an expression individual-denoting10. On this side it has a function similar to 
that of the articles. But telic operators overlap with articles only for this one. 
Many others are not shared. In fact the presence of a telic operator does not 
exclude the presence of an article. On the contrary, they must co-occur since 
telic operators are not able to specify nouns for the feature “definiteness”. 

Hindi does not have a grammatical expression of definiteness. from this 
point of view, as we said above, every noun by itself is ambiguous and com-
pound verbs do not say anything about it. They do not entail definiteness but 
“referentiality”. Now, referentiality11, as Givón (1978: 293) defines it:

referentiality is a semantic property of nominals. It involves, roughly, the speaker’s 
intent to ‘refer to’ or ‘mean’ a nominal expression to have non-empty references – 

10 A property-denoting nominal, e.g. “dog” simply expresses the natural property of being a dog 
while an expression individual denoting associates an entity to the descriptive content of the noun (see 
carlson, 1977 for the concept of individual and chierchia, 1998 for the concept of property).

11 I prefer to use the label “referentiality” instead that of “specificity” since the latter is often used 
for talking about indefinite noun phrases, i.e. expressions introduced by indefinite articles. The two 
notions practically coincide. Briefly, the difference between an indefinite specific and an indefinite non 
specific is that provided by the two possible readings of a sentence like the following:

(i) Mary was looking for a pen.
 She found one (non specific)
 She found it (specific)

On the nature of specific expressions there is a wide debate (see for example; Enç, 1991; farkas, 
1994; fodor and Sag, 1982; Karimi, 2003). Now in Hindi, we can safely assert that definiteness is 
not a grammatical category but we can not plainly assert the same for indefiniteness. There is, in fact, 
a use of ek, the numeral for “one”, that closely resembles that of an indefinite article of languages like 
Italian or English. To a deeper investigation, it seems that the use of ek is always associated to indefinite 
specifics but the problem is very thorny and it is not in the purposes of this paper to discuss it. 
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i.e. ‘to exist’ within a particular universe of discourse. conversely, if a nominal is 
‘non-referential’ or ‘generic’, the speaker does not have a commitment to its exis-
tence with the relevant universe of discourse. Rather, in the latter case the speaker 
is engaged in discussing the genus or its properties, but does not commit him/
herself to the existence of any specific individual member of that genus (Givón, 
1978: 293). 

Thus, if my hypothesis is correct, in presence of compound verbs, the 
only inference we may deduce is that the object noun of a compound verb 
denotes a “discourse referent”12 and that this fact will block incorporating 
readings13.

An important consideration needs to be remarked: obviously it is not 
the case that, every time there is a referential noun, a compound verb is used; 
but if a compound verb is used as a telic operator, since it entails that the 
object is completely affected, then there will be a commitment about the 
referential nature of such entity.

12 On the notion of “discourse referent” see Karttunen (1976).
13 Noun incorporation structures have been investigated in detail by semanticists in recent years. 

Much of literature on noun incorporation focuses on weather it is a syntactic structure (e.g. Sadock, 
1980; Baker, 1988) or it is a semantic phenomenon (e.g. Mithun, 1984; Rosen, 1989). In these 
constructions, a nominal stem is compounded with a verbal stem to yield a larger derived verbal stem. 
Mithun (1984), in her pioneering work names “lexical compounding” the process of noun incorpora-
tion that consists of the derivation of a complex lexical item from the combination of a noun and a verb to 
form a new verb. Another theory worth to be cited, is that of Van Geenhoven (1998). Through a precise 
scrutiny of the semantic properties of West Greenlandic noun incorporation constructions, she argues 
that, like all narrow scope indefinites, incorporated noun and their external modifiers in West Greenlan-
dic denote a property only. As such incorporated nominals are predicates, not arguments and a predicate 
contributed by an incorporated noun is absorbed by a verb. The process of ‘semantic incorporation’ as Van 
Geenhoven calls it, is put in relation to the narrow scope properties and the lack of specificity of incor-
porated nouns. Semantic incorporation is only intended as a sub-theory of a more general theory of in-
definite descriptions. The phenomenon of “noun incorporation” has been studied for Hindi especially by 
Mohanan (1995) and Dayal (1999, 2004, 2007). With this expression they mean constructions where 
the incorporated nominals show typical characteristics: they are interpreted as non specific indefinites, 
they are neutral and they are not able to support discourse anaphora. See for example:

(i) anu ne kitb pah rah hai. ?vah bahut acch hai     
 Anu ERG book read-ROOT PROGR.f.Sg. be-PRES.3-Sg it very good be-PRES.3-Sg.
 “Anu is reading a book. ?It is very good”

 
(ii) anu ne kitb pah 
 Anu ERG book read
 “Anu read a book/books” = “Anu did the activity of book-reading”

These facts were interpreted, especially by Dayal (1999), farkas and De Swart (2003), as cases 
where the nominal in object position acts as a predicate modifier rather than a direct argument of the 
verb. The key feature of incorporation is that the argument does not introduce a discourse referent.
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So “referentiality” is not “definiteness”. They are two different catego-
ries. There are some proofs in support of this proposal.

Burton-Page (1957: 473) reported the following contrast between sim-
ple and compound forms:

(25) a. ky us ne tumh ddh bec?
  what he ERG you-DAT milk sell-PERf.M.Sg.

 b. ky us ne tumh ddh bec diy?
  what he ERG you-DAT sell-ROOT give-PERf.M.Sg.

He translates (25a) as “Did he sell you any milk?” while (25) as “Did he 
sell you the milk? (as was previously agreed)”. No more explanations are given 
except the comment between parentheses in (25b) but the contrast reported 
is evidently a contrast between a not referential reading and a referential one.

Hook (1974) has a similar intuition. He lists a number of contexts 
where compound verbs cannot be used. One of them is labelled as “lack of 
prior knowledge”: the speaker can employ compound verbs only when he has 
presupposed the existence of the entities that his utterance describes. for ex-
ample, a question like who came? in Hindi may be correctly translated with 
a simple verb, not with a compound:

(26) a. kaun y 
  “Who came”
 b. kaun  gay
  who come-root go-PERf.M.Sg

(Hook, 1974: 316)

According to Hook (1974), (26b) might be acceptable only as a ques-
tion about a specific gathering: «in this case the questioner is presumed to 
have known beforehand that someone would came» (Hook, 1974: 316). 
He concludes with an hypothesis: «the opposition compound:simple verb 
in Hindi functions not only to express aspectual contrast but in addition 
performs the communicative functions which in English are associated with 
the opposition some:any and the:a» (Hook, 1974: 318). And he comments: 
«We leave the systematic demonstration or the conclusive refutation of this 
hypothesis to our successors» (Hook, 1974: 318).

Such hypothesis, in my opinion, is not to be rejected but it must be 
analyzed under a new perspective. The contrast between presupposed (with 
compound verbs) and not presupposed (with simple verbs) does not corre-
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spond to a contrast between definite and indefinite, but to a contrast be-
tween referential and not referential. The behaviour of compound verbs in 
negative contexts confirms such theory.

6. Negation and referentiality

A well noted characteristic of compound verbs is that they do not occur 
in most types of negative sentences, in particular in the indicative mood. A 
number of authors have observed this distinctive feature (for example see 
Burton-Page, 1957: 472; Hook, 1974: 98 ss; McGregor, 1972: 104; Mon-
taut; 1991: 30; Pahwa, 1936: 245; Phillott, 1928: 79).

See the following example: 

(27) a. *rm fen nah p gay 
  Ram feni (cashew wine) NEG drink-ROOT go-PERf.M.Sg.
  “Ram did not drink feni”

 b. rm fen nah p 
  Ram feni NEG drink-PERf.f.Sg.
  “Ram did not drink feni”
 (Hook, 1974: 100)

(28) a. *m ne us ko paise nah de diye 
  I ERG that DAT money NEG give-ROOT give-PERf.M.Pl.
  “I didn’t give money to him”

 b. m ne us ko paise nah diye
  I ERG that DAT money NEG give-PERf.M.Pl
  “I didn’t give money to him”
 (Hook, 1974: 100)
(29)  ky us ne sabh khn kh liy? nah
  what he ERG all food eat-ROOT take-PERf.M.Sg.? NEG
  “Did he eat up all his dinner? no”

 a. *sab to nah kh liy
  all PTc.ENf. NEG eat-ROOT take-PERf.M.Sg.
  “he did not eat all of it”

 b. sab to nah khy
  all PTc.ENf. NEG eat-PERf.M.Sg.
  “he did not eat all of it”

(Hook, 1974: 102)
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(30) a. *us ne tsvr nah ban d 
  he ERG picture NEG make-ROOT give-PERf.f.Sg.
  “*He did not make the picture”

 b. us ne tsvr nah ban
  he ERG picture NEG make-PERf.f.Sg.
  “He did not make the picture”

(Singh, 1998: 195)

To my knowledge there is not any systematic study or exhaustive expla-
nation of such phenomenon. All the attempts to give an account for it (see 
Hook, 1974: 201 for a full bibliography) are based on the idea of a semantic 
conflict between negation and compound verbs. for example Pahwa (1936) 
writes: «The idea of finality and completion is common to all of them. That 
is why these compounds, with very few exceptions are not used in the nega-
tive» (Pahwa, 1936: 240).

Obviously negation removes the telic value of a sentence (see Verkuyl, 
1993: 163-164).

However, the idea of completion by itself does not have a blocking effect 
on the use of negation, in fact, as stressed by Hook, in some languages telic 
predicates can be plainly negated (e.g. Eng. he ate up the apple/ he didn’t eat 
up the apple).

It is true. Nevertheless we shall not forget the obvious fact that Hindi is 
a different language from English. There are many variables to take into ac-
count and probably English verb particles and Hindi light verbs do not fully 
match. We said that in Hindi the use of compound verbs is triggered by the 
commitment that the action has achieved its natural endpoint, coinciding 
with the complete affection of the object when there is one. In this case, the 
object will be supposed to exist. On the other hand, if a negation occurs, the 
action does not achieve the natural endpoint and the use of the compound 
verb will be pragmatically infelicitous. Moreover it will not be possible to 
infer anything about the existence of the entity denoted by the object noun. 
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Negation decreases the degree of its referentiality14 and such absence of 
referentiality is associated to the use of a simple verb. 

There are some contexts where negation and compound verbs can co-oc-
cur. Such exceptions may be useful for a better understanding of the phenom-
enon. Burton-Page (1954: 472) refers that negative particles are restricted to 
a “particular denial” illustrated by the following contrast simple:compound:

(31) a. us ne mujhe ddh nah bec
  he ERG I-DAT milk NEG sell-PERf.M.Sg.
 b. us ne mujhe ddh nah bec diy
  he ERG I-DAT milk NEG sell-ROOT give-PERf.M.Sg.
 c. us ne mujhe ddh bec to nah diy, de h diy
  he ERG I-DAT milk sell-ROOT PTc.ENf. NEG give-PERf.M.Sg.,
                                                give-ROOT PTc.ENf. give- PERf.M.Sg.

(Burton-Page, 1954: 472)

Burton-Page gives the following translations for the three sentences: 
(31a) “He didn’t sell me any milk (but I bought some butter)”; (31b) “He hasn’t 
sold me the milk (yet, but I’m expecting him soon); (31c) “He didn’t sell me 
the milk, he gave it to me”. clearly the difference between the simple form 

14 for example, Givón (1984: 331) groups negation with the irrealis modality rather than with 
the realis modality with the purpose of predicting the referentiality of nominal argument (but see also 
Hopper and Thompson, 1980: 276 among others). Under the scope of negation indefinite arguments 
are interpreted as non referential. Look at the following example: 

(i)  John met a stranger
  ∃x (stranger (x) ∧ met(John, x)) 
  ‘There is some x such that x is stranger and John met x’
(ii)  John didn’t meet a stranger
 a. ¬∃x (stranger(x) ∧ met(John, x))
  ‘It is not the case that x is stranger and John met x’ (non referential reading: the existential 

  quantifier has narrow scope relative to the negation operator)
 b. ∃x (stranger(x) ∧ ¬met(John, x))
  ‘There is some x such that x is a stranger and it is not the case that John met x’ (referential 

  reading: the existential quantifier has wide scope over the negation operator).
(Lyons, 1999: 169)

While in an affirmative sentence the indefinites are always referential, under the scope of negation 
they are not.

Karttunen (1976: 367) claims that indefinites in negated sentences are not able to introduce 
discourse referents: 

(iii)  Bill saw a unicorn. The unicorn has a gold mine.
(iv)  Bill didn’t see a unicorn.*The unicorn has a gold mine.

While in an affirmative sentence they are referential, under the scope of negation they are not.
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(31a) and the compound forms (31b, 31c) is a difference of scope reading and 
it involves a different degree of referentiality of the object noun. With the 
simple verb, the negation has narrow scope over the object dūdh yielding a 
non specific interpretation. Instead with the compound forms, the negation 
has wide scope and dūdh gets a referential interpretation according to which 
the speaker has a specific milk in mind. The difference between (31b) and 
(31c) is produced by the position of the negative particle nah: in the latter 
sentence it negates the verbal root bec. 

In this particular case, it seems that the use of the compound form is 
associated with the referentiality of the noun. The compound form produces 
the meaning that there exists an amount of milk to which the action does 
not apply. What is in discussion is the action by itself, not the object whose 
existence is assumed.

Another interesting exception corroborating my hypothesis has been 
firstly individuated by Pahwa (1936: 240). It is in interrogative sentences ex-
pecting a positive answer:

(32) ardal ko na bhej d?
 orderly DAT NEG send-ROOT give-SUBJ.1Sg.
 “Shall I not send the orderly?” (I hope that you will say “yes”)

(Pahwa, 1936: 240)

In this case too, since a compound verb is used, the action is supposed to 
reach the end and the object ardal is supposed to be referential.

The same explanation can be adduced in order to account for the availabil-
ity of compound verbs in negated conditional sentences with jab tak “until”:

(33) jab tak un ke hth k kaur na p let kha tkt raht 
 until those GEN hand GEN morsel NEG get-ROOT take-PART. 

       PR.f.Sg. standing star-PART.PR.f.Sg. PROGR.PART.PR.f.Sg.
 “She would just stand there staring in front of her until she got a 

                                                                                       piece from their hand”

(Hook, 1974: 217)

The compound form p let may be negated since the negation does not 
remove the telic feature of the predicate and the specific reference of the ob-
ject. In fact the action in the sentence with jab tak is presumed to be fulfilled.
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7. Conclusion

In this paper, I propose to revise the theories which consider the event 
type of the verbal predicate and the definite reading of the noun phrase ob-
ject as directly related.

My claim is that telicity only entails complete affection of the object 
hence its referentiality, not its definiteness. Telic predicates imply that their 
object has a discourse referent. Such referent may be definite as well as not, 
but it depends on factors (like the fact of being identifiable to speaker and 
hearer) having nothing to do with the event type constitution of the verb.

Referentiality and definiteness are two different categories and they are 
not grammatically encoded in all languages of the world. As a consequence, 
I suggest to distinguish languages endowed with articles from languages de-
void of them. In languages of the first type, telicity is a compositional phe-
nomenon since the kind of nominal reference and in particular the presence 
or the absence of a determiner can make the difference in the event constitu-
tion (drink wine vs drink the wine; eat apples vs eat the apples).

In languages where noun phrases may occur bare, it is obvious that they 
will not influence the event type constitution when they are not introduced 
by determiner phrases. On the other hand, the verbal predicate affects the 
noun interpretation but only in relation to the feature “referentiality”. This 
hypothesis is supported by Hindi data, where telic events, realized by means 
of compound verbs, yield a wide scope reading on the noun phrase object, 
prevent an incorporated reading and cannot be used in negative contexts.

As a result of my analysis, compound verbs, and in general telicity op-
erators, share a quality with articles: it is the ability to endow nouns with 
referentiality (and not with definiteness!) and to make them working as ar-
guments.
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